CENTER 300/301/302/303 Thermometer
This series of thermal couple thermometers are micro controller based testers. With
very intuitive interface, the user can fully operate the tester without second thought.
Some of the units (302 303) are digitally calibrated for long time stability. The whole
series are equipped with RS232 interface for advance applications.

FEATURES:
Timer Function (300, 302)
Dual Input (301, 303 )
Dual Display (301, 303)
RS232 interface
Auto Power OFF
Resolution 0.1 , 0.1

CENTER 307/308 thermometers are compact size low cost units. It will fulfill the
need for most of every day applications. Even though this seems to be an entry level unit,
the measuring range is till as wide as the sensor can provide with sufficient accuracy for
applications.

Mini Size
Dual Input (308)
Dual Display (308)
Auto Power OFF
Time Display

These data loggers are designed for advanced applications which require the temperature data
for a period. With CENTER 305 or 306, the user can collect the information very easily. The operating
interface is designed in a very intuitive way so that the user can locate the function by just look at the
panel. The build in real time clock will give every set of recording data a time stamp so that every data
can be traced back to the time it occurred. The bundled window software is not only used to read the
recording data but it provides a virtual panel in the window to fully control the tester.

Dual Input (306)
Triple Display
Time Function
RS232 Interface
With Window Software
16,000 Records Data logger (306)
Resolution 0.1 , 0.1

BACK LIGHT
Function

LED Back Light

In some applications, the temperature is concerned at more than two points. This is why we
provide the four channel model thermometer 304 and 309. The operation interface is intuitive and all
the temperature data are shown on the LCD at the same time so that no extra step for the user to get
the reading.

Auto Range
Four Channel Input
Four Channel Display
Wide Measuring Range (304)
With Window Software (309)
RS-232 Interface
16,000 Records Data Logger each channel (309)
Resolution 0.1 , 0.1

